
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 1000 of 2018
PRC No.335/2018

State of Assam
……………Prosecutor

- Versus-

1. Sri Suraj Borah
2. Sri Pradeep Chakraborty

…………….Accused

                         Present:   Dr. Chetana Khanikar
                                  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia

                        For the prosecution: Smti. J. Phukan, Addl.P.P.

           For the defence: Sri R. Borthakur, Sri S. Chetia, 

       Advocates

   Evidence recorded on: 03.01.2019, 04.02.2019

                       Argument heard on:             06.11.2019

                          Judgment delivered on:    08.11.2019

JUDGMENT

1.   The prosecution case in brief  as stated in the FIR is that on

23.05.2018  when  the  informant  was  coming  from  Jagun  to

Chotahapjan in a vehicle bearing registration No.RJ-05-GB-4386, two

miscreants had restrained the informant and had demanded Rs. 1

lac from him. When the informant told them that he can not give the

money, the miscreants had assaulted him and threatened to kill him.

2.  On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case against

the accused as Kakopathar PS Case No.21/2018 U/S 341, 387, 34 of

IPC. Police investigated the case and on completion of investigation

submitted charge-sheet against the accused Sri Suraj Borah and Sri

Pradeep Chakraborty U/S 341, 387, 34 of IPC. 

3.   On  appearance  of  the  accused  Sri  Suraj  Borah  and  Sri

Pradeep Chakraborty in Court, copies of relevant documents were

furnished to  them as  required  U/S.  207 of  CrPC.  Considering  the
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relevant documents and hearing both the parties sufficient ground is

found to presume that the accused had committed offences U/S 341,

387 r/w S.  34 of  IPC.  Accordingly  charge under those sections  is

framed, read over and duly explained to the accused to which they

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4.  During trial the prosecution has examined five witnesses and

adduced three documentary evidences.

5. At the close of the prosecution evidence, examinations of the

accused  U/S  313  of  the  Cr.P.C.  have  been  dispensed  with  as  no

incriminating  circumstances  appeared  against  them  in  the

prosecution evidence. Defence side has adduced no evidence and

plea of the defence is of total denial. 

6. After  perusing  the  records,  considering  the  materials

produced, hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both

the sides and the accused the following points are taken as POINTS

FOR DETERMINATION:

i. Whether on 23.05.2018 the accused had wrongfully restrained

the informant Jafru Khan on the way while he was coming from Jagun

to Chota Hapjan with truck bearing registration No.RJ-05-GB-4386, in

furtherance of their common intention?

ii. Whether the accused had taken attempt to commit extortion

by putting the informant Jafru Khan in fear of death while he was

coming from Jagun to Chota Hapjan with truck bearing registration

No.RJ-05-GB-4386, in furtherance of their common intention, on that

day?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i) and (ii): 

7. Here, PW 1 stated that he knows nothing about the incident.

PW 2, PW 3 and PW 4 have stated that they put their signatures in

some papers as asked by police. They stated that they do not know

anything about the incident. 
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8. PW 5 stated that at the relevant time he was proceeded from

Doom Dooma to Kakopathar. At Kakopathar Rangajan gaon he saw a

gathering. Later on, he heard that there was an incident regarding a

coal truck. During cross-examination he stated that police did not

record his statement.

9. These  are  the  witnesses  adduced  by  the  prosecution  side.

From the evidences of these witnesses, it is seen that none of the

witnesses  stated  anything  against  the  accused  nor  about  the

incident. PW 2, PW 3 and PW 4 are the seizure witnesses. They do

not know anything about the incident. Apart from that the informant

was not examined by the prosecution side who is the prime witness

in this case. Considering all, due to absence of evidence, I hold that

the prosecution side has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt

that  on  23.05.2018  the  accused  had  wrongfully  restrained  the

informant Jafru Khan on the way or had taken attempt to commit

extortion by putting the informant Jafru Khan in fear of death, while

he  was  coming  from  Jagun  to  Chota  Hapjan  with  truck  bearing

registration  No.RJ-05-GB-4386,  in  furtherance  of  their  common

intention.

 Hence Point No. (i) and (ii) are decided negative. 

10.     From the above discussions I come to the conclusion that

prosecution  has  failed  to  establish  the  allegations  against  the

accused.  Hence  Sri  Suraj  Borah and Sri  Pradeep Chakraborty  are

acquitted  from  the  case.  Bail  bonds  are  extended  for  next  six

months.  I  set  the accused in liberty  forthwith.  The seized vehicle

along with  its  documents  be  returned  to  the  real  owners  in  due

course of law.

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 8th day

of November, 2019.

(C. Khanikar)
  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia
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A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1: Sri Ajit Baruah

P.W.2: Sri Ananta Moran

P.W.3: Sri Rajib Moran

P.W.4: Sri Rajen Pandey

P.W.5: Sri Bolin Hatibaruah

Witness for the defence:

Nil 

Exhibits: 

1. Seizure lists …..............................Ext. 1, 2 & 3

       

(C. Khanikar)
  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia
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